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The Retail Distribution Review (RDR) heralds a 
major shake-up in the investment industry. 
Companies that ignore the underlying consumer 
demands for greater value, transparency and 
fairness are at risk of being marginalised. 

Stay ahead.



Introduction: The shake-up has begun
The financial crisis has undermined consumer trust in the retail investment industry and heightened 
demands for greater value, transparency and fairness. 

The Financial Services Authority (FSA) is responding to this customer dissatisfaction with regulatory 
developments such as the RDR and its focus on the product lifecycle, which will provide an 
important catalyst for change in the retail investment market. However, PricewaterhouseCoopers1 
(PwC) market research and work with clients indicates that companies will need to look beyond their 
immediate compliance requirements to consider how this shift in consumer sentiment and 
expectations is likely to affect their commercial model. Indeed the key issue for the industry is not 
new regulation, but how to deliver value and fairness while still being able to generate reasonable 
profits and shareholder returns. 

In the first of a series of papers looking at the challenges and opportunities of a rapidly changing 
retail investment market, we examine the competitive pressures that lie at the heart of this 
transformation and what will mark out the likely winners from the losers.

Investment products are often said to be sold rather than bought. 
Providers have tended to focus on what their peers are doing 
and charged the fees they think the market will bear, rather than 
looking closely at customer requirements and component costs. 

However, the long-term tenability of this approach to distribution 
and the commercial model it underpins is open to question at a 
time when customers are becoming savvier and more price-
conscious. Consumer disillusionment with financial service 
providers in the wake of the financial crisis is providing a key 
catalyst for change in the way products are priced and sold. 

Investment companies are already facing much greater media 
scrutiny over their pricing and how much value they deliver in 
return. Recent examples include an article in the Daily Mail in 
May, which asked ‘what are fund managers doing to earn their 
fees?’, before complaining about investors being required to  
‘pay through the nose’ for ‘managers that are paid hundreds of 

thousands of pounds to actively negotiate the slumps in share 
prices’.2 Once investment firms find themselves in the firing line, 
it can be very difficult to escape. In the Netherlands, for example, 
TROS Radar, the country’s equivalent of the BBC’s Watchdog, 
has been leading a campaign against so-called ‘rip-off’ 
investment products, which has resulted in a series of class 
actions and tight new regulatory caps on fees.

The FSA has responded to the calls for a fairer deal for investors 
with the establishment of the new Consumer Financial Education 
Body (CFEB) and the launch of the RDR (see box). The FSA  
and the Office of Fair Trading have also been focusing on the 
transparency and consistency of disclosure within the market. 
These regulatory developments, the RDR in particular, will 
provide a further catalyst for change, spurring consumers  
to consider what they are prepared to pay for and explore 
different options for accessing financial advice and products. 

From push to pull: A changing marketplace
Tougher customer expectations are shifting the market focus from ‘supply push’ to ‘consumer pull’.
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1  “PricewaterhouseCoopers” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a limited liability partnership in the United Kingdom) or, as the context requires, 
the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network or other member firms of the network, each of which is a separate legal entity.

2 ‘What are fund managers doing to earn their fees?’, Daily Mail ‘Money Mail’, 27.05.10



Retail Distribution Review
The RDR, which is due to come into force in 2012, is designed 
to enhance consumer confidence in the retail investment 
market by bolstering choice, improving the quality of advice  
and ensuring that products more closely match individual 
customer needs:

• There will be two types of advice: independent or restricted;

• Independence will be much more strictly defined; 

• Adviser commissions will be eliminated to ensure that 
recommendations are not influenced by product providers;

• Advisers will receive a negotiated fee for advice (‘customer 
agreed remuneration’);

• Advisers will be required to meet tougher competence 
standards;

• Transparency will be enhanced.

Free financial advice
April 2010 saw the launch of the new CFEB, a key part of the 
then Labour administration’s commitment to improving consumer 
financial awareness and providing free impartial financial 
guidance. The service is currently delivered via the internet and a 
telephone helpline and will include face-to-face guidance later in 
the year. In its ‘Programme for Government’, the new coalition 
administration signalled its intention to take this initiative further 
by announcing plans to ‘create Britain’s first free national financial 
advice service, which will be funded in full from a new social 
responsibility levy on the financial services sector’.

New regulation: Putting the customer first

Even basic compliance with these regulations will be difficult. 
The industry also needs to consider these developments in the 
context of the underlying shifts in consumer sentiment and 
expectations, which will force them to look beyond compliance 
at how these changes will affect their ability to make money.  
As commissions are withdrawn and meeting customer needs 
becomes paramount, there is set to be a sea change in how 
advice is provided, products are marketed and fees are 
structured. Our own market research confirms that a significant 
proportion of customers will not want to pay for advice, though 
others will as long as they are clear about the value being 
provided. Although more products will be available on the 
internet, our research indicates that the web is likely to remain 
primarily an execution channel. Most customers will continue  
to want good advice to help them with life-critical decisions  
such as pensions.

Greater choice, transparency and the focus on the product 
lifecycle will heighten the challenges for manufacturers, 
particularly in relation to cost control and pricing. On the plus 
side, these developments will offer opportunities for sharper 
differentiation in customer insight, product innovation and value 

perception. As consumers gravitate towards trusted brands, 
there will be openings for familiar high street names to enter  
the market and leverage their reputations for value, service  
and quality.

The experience in countries that have led the way in the drive for 
value and fairness highlights the risks faced by firms that fail to 
live up to expectations. In Australia, for example, the government 
now takes a close look at complaints and consumer feedback on 
value to determine a company’s competency and hence its 
fitness for key strategic developments such as acquisitions. 

The retail investment market is thus facing a huge shake-up in 
the way it delivers value for consumers and shareholders, which 
cannot be sensibly ignored or dismissed as simply a compliance 
concern. Comparable changes have been seen in the travel 
industry, where the traditional agency model has been largely 
replaced by the unbundling of flights, hotels and car hire, many 
of which are bought on the internet. However, high value-adding 
agents and travel firms, which are able to offer unusual or 
bespoke holidays, are doing better than ever. 



Retail investment companies face a simple choice. Is the  
industry facing a fundamental strategic shift? Alternatively,  
are the changes ahead primarily regulatory and is the key 
question therefore how to tick all the necessary boxes to  
achieve compliance? The answer will have profound  
competitive implications. 

We believe that opting for minimum compliance without 
addressing the wider strategic issues could leave firms stranded. 
In particular, they will find it difficult to judge where they fit into  
a rapidly evolving value chain and will struggle to meet more 
exacting customer expectations in a cost-effective way.  
In contrast, smart firms are already putting in place programmes  
to adapt their distribution strategies to the changing landscape. 
Although RDR and other regulatory developments are a critical 
element of these programmes, the overriding aim is to attract 
customers and sustain profitability. 

Drawing on our market research and work with clients, we 
believe that the key areas that companies need to address  
as part of these distribution programmes are as follows:

Market insight: The ability to identify aspects of the sales and 
advice process for which customers are prepared to pay.

Customer-centric culture: Effective client profiling and the 
ability to engage with customers in order to fully understand and 
respond to their changing needs and expectations. 

Agility and innovation: Exploiting opportunities for innovation in 
product, pricing, advice and service and being able to swiftly 
build or acquire new capabilities to deliver these strategies.

Trust: Rebuilding consumer confidence through transparency 
about costs and a commitment to act in customers’ best 
interests.

Cost control: A real understanding of component costs and 
drivers of profit, including the underlying support processes, to 
discern true margins and drive out uncompetitive expenses in 
areas such as operational duplication.

Collaboration: Consumers want the industry to put antagonism 
aside and work more closely with the government and regulators. 
It is notable that our research suggests that the CFEB service 
would have more credibility and take-up if it were to be 
embraced by the industry. 

Smart moves: Attributes for success
Many companies will struggle to meet more exacting expectations for value and fairness at a cost 
that allows them to remain profitable. For others, a more discerning, differentiated and price-
conscious market is an opportunity to pull ahead of the pack. 
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Conclusion: A cultural shift
The retail investment market is being transformed and many existing commercial models will 
come under increasing threat. 

Companies that are prepared to take the initiative and embrace a more customer-centric 
commercial model are set to reap the greatest rewards from the distribution revolution. However, 
there will be considerable operational and cultural challenges to overcome, especially as firms will 
need to overturn ways of doing business that have been engrained over many decades. 

Inevitably, some companies will seek to carry on as before in the hope that customer apathy will 
prevail and there will be little change in their behaviour. Others may view the current changes as 
primarily a compliance rather than a competitive imperative. However, these firms could quickly 
find themselves losing business to nimbler and more innovative competitors, including a range of 
new entrants from outside the sector.

Coming papers in the Distribution Post-2012 series will look in more detail at the changes to 
particular aspects of the retail investment market and how firms can best address the challenges 
and capitalise on the opportunities. 
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